Yiddinger Lauds YU's 'Masters' Of Debate; Each Donate A Piece

Presidential advisor, Dr. Henry Yiddinger, in a surprise press conference yesterday revealed, for the first time the identity of the negotiating team which had brought about the recent halt in the Vietnamese conflict. According to Dr. Yiddinger, previous experiences in dealing with Asians had convinced the State Dept. that the Asians constantly displayed an impasse patience which eventually wore down their American counterparts. Thus, it was decided to draw upon the personnel at Yeshiva University of Manhattan who, according to reports, had advanced the art of doubletalking, stalling, and simply being infuriatingly inconsiderate to the point where even the stolid Asians were likely to crack.

Dr. Yiddinger went on to describe how the Yeshiva team had surpassed the State Dept.'s wildest dreams.

"Negotiations began in earnest the first day. The North Vietnamese opened with a twenty minute speech in which U. S. imperialistic policies were violently condemned. Dr. Issac Nocan, head of the American delegation, immediately responded by claiming to be in total agreement with the North Vietnamese, that the United States is oppressing the free peoples of Vietnam, and that it is conducting a savage genocidal war, and that there are no North Vietnamese on South Vietnam soil. Anasthetically offset by this unexpected response from the American side, Hansi Hebbly immediately pressed for a vote on a resolution condemning American policy in Indochina. As Dean Issac Nocan was asked to vote he unswervingly abstained. The resolution did not pass.

The Dean now called upon two members of his delegation whom he introduced as, on one hand, Dr. Filther, and, on the other, the perch synopsis of the spiritual and physical, of religion and science, Dr. Moses Meddler. Obviously impressed, the North Vietnamese steeled themselves for what would clearly be a superbly logical and sophisticated verbal onslaught from these two distinguished personages. But as Dr. Filther began to speak the Vietnamese interpreter first began to giggle incredulously, then blushed abashedly, and was obviously finding it difficult to translate the thoughts behind Dr. Filther's words. Dr. Meddler then joined in, After strongly warning against any concessions, citing the psychological trauma that might ensue among Americans if the war came to an abrupt close, Dr. Meddler flatly stated that "I would not, no matter what, ever let my daugh-

(Continued on Page 4, Vol. 4)

Image DELETED

Bacon And Herskovics Hold Secret Meeting Concerning YC Courses Taught After Dark

A meeting was held recently in the office of the dean between Dean I Sick Bacon and Profes-

or of Jewish Studies Dr. Prayer Herskovics. Details of this impor-
tant meeting were inadvert-

antly given to THE COMMEN-
tator by the dean's secretary, Mrs. Grepstein when instead of returning an approved course withdrawal she accidently mailed her note pad to the editor-in

chief. (Because of this oversight THE COMMENTATOR is now in possession of the beginnings of two love letters writing in Crayola and the scratch copy of a Gottesman lecture series in-

vitation for Den Martin.)

Dr. Prayer Herskovics, a person-

al friend of the late Rabbi Lvi Hirsch Chayat, submitted an unusual request to the dean ex-

pressing his objections to teaching any YC courses after dark on evenings when there is a full moon. When faced with the puz-

zled look on the dean's face, Dr. Herskovics explained that "on evenings when the moon is full find it hard to sink my teeth into anything." Dr. Herskovics was forced to rely on his icy tooth-baring stare, punctuating his refusal to teach at 10:00 with yow you will believe. The glazed look in the dean's eyes signified an end to the discussion, and with the good professor's flying out of the office it appears that unless Dr. Herskovics changes his mind, YC will be left with-

out a Prayer.

Senate Argues Over Sex Ed. Description

At its latest meeting, the Ye-

shiva Senate debated the possibilities of offering a course in Sex Education as a basic requirement for a Bachelor's degree.

Upon the mere suggestion of implementing this course, Dr. Fleishies immediately stated his unequivocal opposition. In the first place the course has no place to fit within the specific skill and conse-
quently has no place in a liberal arts education. "Wait till the

Alte Rebbe hears about this one," he muttered.

Not only did Dr. Fleischies deem this course unfit for the elevated and enlightened education that Yeshiva College pro-

motes, but he felt that it would duplicate much of what students have already been exposed to. Dr. Fleischies pointed to the fact that the basic content of Sex Education is already sufficiently covered in most of his English classes and therefore the intro-
duction of this course would be redundant.

Following Dr. Fleischies' tirade, Professor Hymen also stated his opposition claiming that the proposal is the result of a complete misunderstanding. "That's cer-
tainly not what I had in mind," insisted the professor, "when I stated that the educational goal of Yeshiva College is to produce a broad minded individual."

Course Outlined

Upon the suggestion of Chair-

man Nervous, Dr. Bender, the projected instructor of Sex Edu-

cation, was called upon to read a comprehensive course description. The course, as outlined by Dr. Bender, will touch upon such provocative and controversi-

al issues as neglative conception

(Continued on Page 4, Vol. 4)
A Handshake Instead of a Kiss

In honor of the school's thirty year imprisonment under the Beldin regime, Yeshiva University recently bestowed an honorary Doctorate of Humane Letters to the prime minister of Israel Mrs. Golda Beir. THE COMMENTATOR would like to express its abhorrence at this most recent attempt to undermine university degrees. It is common knowledge that at no time throughout her long diplomatic career as Israel's ambassador to the Soviet Union, foreign minister, and prime minister did Mrs. Beir ever take the required English 3-4 courses. It is beyond our imagination how the university can possibly consider Mrs. Beir lettered, or for that matter humane, if she has never been exposed to the humane tradition and glory of English literature as it is so eloquently presented at Yeshiva College. Where was the Alte Rebbe as this abuse to our university was publicly flaunted? We demand that the Senate must either take the prerequi- site untenable; One who was able freely converse with Dr. Beldin and to comprehend his unique blend of Greco-Yiddish can surely master a country's language in fifty years. THE COMMENTATOR therefore demands that those at Yeshiva College who are members of the masculine race (whoever they are) conduct a 24 hour boycott of Jaffa oranges and with this dramatic gesture shake the lethargic world and alert them to the plight of the oppressed Jewish male who, once again, has been denied touch and kiss.
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Letters to the Editor

Guess Who?

To the Editor:
I have seen quite enough letters disparaging student council and our president. It is about time the students found out the excellent job the student council is doing. When will THE COMMENTATOR print the truth? Guess Who?

The Editor replies: Unfortunately the paper has printed the truth for the wrong year; however, I agree that too many letters have come to my attention concerning council.

Technical Error

To the Editor:
I have noticed the various spellings for Techiya in your paper. Would you please explain this atrocious copy error. The former Copy Editor

The Editor replies: The various spellings have included Techiyya, Techiin, Techinin, and Techiyah. We just decided to try them all out to see if anyone noticed - thank you for noting.

Prerequisite

To the Editor:
I would like to inform you that THE COMMENTATOR has not fulfilled the prerequisite of an advanced newspaper in the FR Department. You must either have a course in mechanical drawing or submit a waiver form for the prerequisite. Failure to do so might lead to the suspension of the printing of the newspaper.

The Editor replies: Only Presi- dent Beir can tell me what to do.

* Letters to the Editor

Replying to the Editor

Guess Who?

The Editor replies: The paper has printed the truth for the wrong year; however, I agree that too many letters have come to my attention concerning council.

* Technical Error

The Editor replies: The various spellings have included Techiya, Techiyya, Techiin, Techinin, and Techiyah. We just decided to try them all out to see if anyone noticed - thank you for noting.

* Prerequisite

The Editor replies: Only President Beir can tell me what to do.

Reading Award

THE COMMENTATOR pleased to announce the winner of THE COMMENTATOR reading award. The award is based on actual sightings of person(s) who are seen reading the newspaper by members of the Governing Board. The award represents the combination of the following areas: Reading the entire newspaper (many contestants failed on this category), reading the paper under adverse conditions (one contestant, faced a windstorm, did not fail); supplementary courses in the consumption of tortillas, tacos, enchiladas, and sleeping sometime in the middle of the day (suggested but not necessarily required); and great interest and enjoyment. The winner was Noach J. Ocie, a student at a later date.

See Why 200 YU Boys

Have Already Bought

THE BIOLOGY BOOK

(And there are 70 in the Biology Class)

"The Biology Book" starring Dr. "Love Me" Tender

More... Explicit!

(Now at your local bookstore, rated X)

More... Explicit!

Register

Morris S. Silverman

The Editor replies: Only Presi-
Silvermintz To Receive A.R.S. For 'Unprecedented' Services

On March 1, at its annual ex-
cceptions, Institute of University
A.R.S. award winner, Silvermintz,
more efficient use of classroom time," he said proudly. Another
Professor Silvermintz seemed
curious was the new "P-N" grad-
ing system he spearheaded in the
department. The new formula he
developed would give a student a
P for having received an "A" or
F in any course he took, whether it be in his major or
school requirements. The letter
grade however of "C" or "D"
will be recorded and an "F" will be recorded and an "F" will
appear as an "N" or "N-" de-
pending on how badly the stu-
dent fails. This system which was
summarily defeated in the sen-
ate by a vote of 15-1 will never-
theless be in effect this semes-
ter, as for the Professor put it;
"No one has control over what
I do except the President."
This reporter then asked how
he maintains his popularity with the
student body. The Registrar
answered, "By always keeping
the students' best interests at
heart... whether I'm disallow-
ing transfer credits from Hebrew U., turning down an appli-
cation for graduation, or lectur-
ing the senate on the vagaries of Albany."

In the wake of Prime Minister
Golda, Meir's tumultuous visit to
Yeshiva University, one overrid-
ing story remains unanswered.
"What was her real reason in
visiting YU?"

The first indication of han-
panky came from memos turned
over to THE COMMENTATOR by a reliable informant in the
maintenance department. This
informant, who regularly con-
tributed to THE COMMENT-
ATOR, was suspicious of these memos as they appeared to
had been treated cavalierly as an
accountant. Our inside man was not
sure, of course, because nobody on
the maintenance staff speaks Eng-
lish that well to begin with.

Coded Memos

The memos were indeed coded,
but even the Galileo, it was hard to imagine who,
except the maintenance staff,
would be fooled by pig-Latin.
As a result of careful inspection of
all the evidence, the following scenario unfolded:

For 'Unprecedented' Services

Rabbi Meir From YUPR Reveals Real Reason For Meir Visit

The entire operation was exec-
cuted flawlessly and was hailed
as one of the most successful un-
precedented success when it yielded
a picture of Golda wiping the front page of the New York Post. The
Israeli PR people were all amazed
by the tremendous steps forward
indicated by the tape recordings
under the irresistible influence
of PR

The PR plan began with two
seemingly unconnected activities:
the greatest PR blunder in the
relighting of the main building
/topic/u/space�

Meir's visit. Apparently, they were
all arranged by PR in an effort to

Meanwhile, the momentous
plan to revitalize the campus
mass-hypnotized the entire
crowd thereby making

NEWS IN BRIEF

Mrs. N. List was feted last
night at a testimonial dinner
given in her honor by the Selec-
tional PR plans did not succeed
as admirably. A plan for
creasing the security factor and

To Day. To Night. Anywhere!

student body, the Professor
answered, "By always keeping
the students' best interests at
heart... whether I'm disallow-
ing transfer credits from Hebrew U., turning down an appli-
cation for graduation, or lectur-
ing the senate on the vagaries of Albany."

RELATIONS in the Israeli
"preposterous" claims by certain
students who were trying to es-

Although Rabbi Bereshit main-
tained that his departure is not
absolutely definite, JSS Director
Mrs. Mordechai, when asked that's about it for Bereshit in JSS,
snapped back "That's it, not about it." ...

Rabbi Meir J. Bereshit an-
nounced in the Greasy Spoon
yesterday that he is entertain-
ing plans of retiring in the near
future from his position as sec-
etary in the JSS office. Rabbi
Bereshit explained that he has
been terribly disturbed about
"preposterous" claims by certain
letters to tend to Abraham and
there are actually four addi-
tional letters of Moses besides
that of Genesis. He has decided,
dependent on how badly the stu-
dent fails. His system which was
summarily defeated in the sen-
ate by a vote of 15-1 will never-
theless be in effect this semes-
ter, as for the Professor put it;
"No one has control over what
I do except the President."
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Hecht's Hots Beats Wishy's Wonders
As YC Holds First T.L. Grubb Olympics

In a surprise upset, Hecht's Hotshots defeated Wishy's Wonders in the first annual T.L. Grubb, Olympics held last week at Yeshiva College.

The tournament bears the name of T.L. Grubb, a YC alumnus who was accepted at 10 of the top U.S. med schools and then went to Gladesboro, in his words, "for the good."

Things got under way after the midnight oil was brought to Yeshiva by a relay squad of aspiring applicants. The lights were out, the sun was up, and its permanent home at Mount ETS in Princeton, New Jersey.

The first event was the endurance marathon. The Grubb Medal in this event is awarded to whoever can pull the most weight. Only knew . . . " announced a change in the administrative staff at Yeshiva College, with Dean I. Sick Bacon.

Fishy Fishy was confident as he led his two day before Mad Doc's last herelby deceased and therefore execrable. Hecht's Hotshots Beat Wishy's Wonders.

As they entered the arena, a voice off. Immediately following the victory and were even given the MVP (Most Valuable Player) award. With the singing of "Wishy, the Beautiful" and "The Ace Spangleq Transcript" the match concluded.

TEAM CAPTAINS: Mirvis and Wohlgelernter face off against each other as Grubb Olympics begin in this contest, one has to TL - the most unlikely and understating recipient, The Wishy's Wonders went to work and within six hours allotted managed to TL the entire Janitorial staffs of 100 medical schools, 14 off-duty policemen and 3 first graders who happened by.

Hecht's Hotshots, during the same period, were able to successfully (i.e. without vomiting) do their stuff on the YU Registrar - somehow. On hearing this, the judges awarded the Grubb Medal to Hecht's. (The also asked in diabolical how it had been possible to stomach it)

The tension began to build with the beginning of the final competition, the Know-Your-Competitor event. It soon became apparent that the premices were tailoring. In the area of grade point average and board scores, both sides scored equally other as Grubb Olympics begin in this contest know the exact boards of their fellow students and their GPA's to nine decimal places.

The Pre-Laws quickly got down to extra-curricular activities, the pre-laws began to edge ahead, the Know-Your-Competitor event next to nothing to memorize. Finally, on social security numbers, eye colors, and favorite foods, the pre-law contestant maintained his perfect record, while the pre-med fared poorly. And so Hecht's Hotshots clinched the victory and were even given the MVP (Most Valuable Player) award.

Dr. Fleishics fights Dr. Bendler's Course

The competition doesn't suffer. "A course of this sort," he stated, "will be taught at a strictly' neglective point of view." The commenter event was carried away to propose the inclusion of Sterlinde in the course. He saw it as a fitting and timely beginning of the long-awaited advent of coeducation at America's oldest and largest. However, this proposal was immediately rejected and succumbed to by student senators who saw dangerous pitfalls in allowing girls to participate in this course. They claimed that time and effort would be required for the introduction and interpretation of the subject matter to enable these uninitiated and" "prone to error" students to grasp the lectures, "Should we fail in the sensitive task of translating the meaningful material into comprehensible words, an alarming 'blue house' might become the scene of even graver matters.

A long discussion then follow considering the number to be ascribed to this course. Genatricia, authority on the matter, said that legends about lucky numbers and personal antipathies were all involved. Following hours of dialectic and points of order, the debate was abruptly ended by the announcement, "Mr. Chairman, higia zeman kerias shema shelt shacharit."

\[Continued from Page 1, Col. 2\]

And so Hecht's Hotshots clinched the victory and were even given the MVP (Most Valuable Player) award. With the singing of "Wishy, the Beautiful" and "The Ace Spangleq Transcript" the match concluded.

Borenstein, Gorelik 'Speeches Are Too Much For Vietnamese

Professor Slitherman was appointed to finalize all withdrawal details of which, Dean Noon later revealed, "le us totally uncommitted no matter what we propose."

Asked if the State Dept. planned to use the Yeshiva team in the future, Dr. Yiddinger refused to comment on the matter. He did disclose, that certain possibilities were being checked out as to utilizing the Yeshiva team in the future. Furthermore, the Vietnamese demands for promised post-war reparation, among the proposals being weighed are sending the Mighty Mites to Vietnam's first cultural exchange offer and persuading Rav Lifschitz to run for chief rabbi of Haiphong.

Stern's MRS Becomes Ms. Keeping With Modern Trend

President of Stern Kahlah Student Council Sharily Starched announced today that in keeping with the current trend toward relevance and modernity, the MRS degree at Stern would be abolished in favor of the Ms. degree, This degree, which is interdepartmental (Sociology and Economics) is awarded to those who have completed the necessary requirements as well as at least one of the following requisites: Eco 246 - Appraisal of Precious Stones, and Soc 127 - Tactics and Money Man.

It was further suggested that predetermined degree candidates submit to an eye examination. Only students with 20-20 vision at 10 a.m. were expected to graduate, and all other students would be required to take Soc 127 as well as Soc 127 (Care and grooming of seeing - eye dogs and Blind Datium.

The usual philosophy-hygiene course will still be required of all majors.
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The usual philosophy-hygiene course will still be required of all majors.

Focus for the Freshman class have advanced that the new, more "modern" course will be opened to all students irrespective of their major, there by ending the "artificial discrimination" of "ring around the MRS."
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